INTRODUCTION
With several viruses of the tobacco rattle type ('NETU' viruses sensu Harrison, 1964) there is evidence for some or all of a combination of unusual features that are distinctive enough to suggest that they may characterize all the NETU viruses now known. Of these features, the ones that concern us here have been discussed extensively (Cadman, 1962; Todd, 1965; Harrison & Woods, 1966; Frost, Harrison & Woods, 1967) and may for simplicity be summarized without qualification as follows.
(I) Infection leads to the production of virus-specific products of either of two forms, 'M' or 'NM" (Cadman & Harrison, 1959; Gibbs & Harrison, I964) , here referred to as 'stable variant' or 'unstable variant' respectively. The infectivity of the first type of product, but not the second, resists aging in sap and the addition of pancreatic ribonuclease (Cadman, 1962 ) .
(2) Stable variants, but not unstable variants, are antigenic and preparations made from them contain large numbers of tubular nucleoprotein particles. Though of uniform width, these have lengths distributed about 2 or more distinctive modes, and are thus relatively 'short' or 'long' (Paul & Bode, 1955; Bos & Van der Want, 1962; Harrison & Woods, 1966; Semancik, 1966) . Of these only long particles are infective (Harrison & Nixon, 1959; Harrison, 1966; Lister, 1966; Semancik, 1966) .
(3) Subculturing stable variants on local lesion hosts, though initially easy using either sap extracts or purified preparations, leads to the production not only of * Present address, Department of Botany and Plant Pathology, Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana, U.S.A. R.M. LISTER lesions containing stable variants, but also some containing unstable variants (Cadman & Harrison, 1959) which are in turn difficult to transmit. This is especially the case when dilute inocula are used, and these may infect even systemic hosts only with unstable variant (Kohler, 196o; S~inger, 196I ) .
(4) Subculturing unstable variants is difficult even from systemic infections unless special methods such as extraction with phenol are used (S~tnger & Brandenburg, 1961; Cadman, 1962) . Phenol extracts are often highly infectious, suggesting that plants infected with unstable variants can contain much infective RNA. This, being unprotected by virus protein, presumably becomes exposed to enzymic degradation in ordinary water or buffer extracts.
Progress in understanding the possible interrelationships of these facts has been baulked by lack of information on a property through which they might be linked. The present paper summarizes evidence consistent with the idea that the production of stable variant results only through interaction involving particles of the short type and either long particles or the RNA of unstable variants. Thus it is suggested that there is a functional similarity between the RNA of long particles and that which is specific to unstable variant infections. This similarity is such that, though replicative, neither can direct virus protein coat production in the absence of short particles.
A preliminary report of this work has appeared elsewhere (Lister, I966 ) . The data are still incomplete but are put on record because some confirmatory evidence is already available (Frost et al. I967) , and because the author has discontinued work on some phases of the problem.
METHODS
Viruses. The virus strains used, and their origins, are listed in Table I . All except the isolate of pea early browning virus (strain B) were strains of tobacco rattle virus. Pea early browning virus B was supplied directly by Dr A. J. Gibbs, and OREGON 2 by Dr T. C. Allen. The remaining isolates were cultures maintained by Dr C. H. Cadman, three of which (PRN, ORE and SAL) were subcultures from the same original isolates used and described by Harrison & Woods (1966) . With these, subculturing had gone on for a year or more, and variation may have occurred through mutation (Cadman & Harrison, 1959) . Particle-length measurements (Table 1 ) also suggested this possibility, for though with the exception of the Salinas isolate they had long particle modal lengths within acceptable variation (about 5 %) of the measurements given by Harrison & Woods (I966) , the modes for short particles showed considerable differences. These authors also found with some strains that the modal lengths of short particles varied after several successive propagations. Modal length groupings for the newly supplied cultures of pea early browning virus (B) and the OREGON 2 isolate were in good agreement with measurements given by Harrison (1966) and Allen (personal communication) respectively.
Stable forms. All viruses were cultured in plants raised in greenhouses at about 2o °. Most work was done with PRN, WAG and pea early browning virus B. Partially purified preparations of the nucleoprotein of stable forms were made, as previously (Lister, 1966 ) , by twice repeated differential centrifugation of butanol-clarified sap from leaves of systemically infected Nicotiana clevelandii Gray plants, or, sometimes, heavily infected inoculated leaves of N. tabacum L. var. White Burley. McIlvaine's phosphate + citric acid buffer o.oi M, pH 7"4 was used throughout to prevent aggrega-tion, final pellets being suspended in about one-twentieth vol./wt of the original leaves used. Such preparations usually had E26o values of about 5 for the rattle viruses, and somewhat less for pea early browning virus B. E26o/E28o ratios were in the region of I" I to 1.2, typical of viruses with elongated nucleoprotein particles with a low nucleic acid content.
Density gradient fractionations. Virus preparations were fractionated by rate-zonal density gradient centrifugation (Brakke, 196o) of 0"5 ml. portions layered on IO to 40% sucrose gradients in SW39L Spinco tubes. Usually only two major lightscattering bands were seen, referred to as 'top' and 'bottom': they contained predominantly short and long tubular particles respectively and coincided with peak positions in E26o plots of successive 2-droplet fractions obtained by puncturing the tube bottoms. Fractions were diluted with i ml. of buffer before measurement (Lister, I966) . * All are strains of tobacco rattle virus, except PEBV (B), a strain of pea early browning virus. Parenthetical symbols 0'RN), (ORE) and (SAL) are those used by Harrison & Woods (t966) .
t Measurements were of particles removed from density-gradient tubes.
The fractions used for study by the methods described later (see Results) were usually chosen from these as monitored by ultraviolet light absorbency, but sometimes for these studies and always for electron microscopy the visible bands were sampled by hypodermic puncture through the tube sides. The nomenclature previously used (Lister, I966) is retained here for simplicity despite the fact that there often seemed to be more than one major length class of particles in top fractions, and that what is referred to here as top may sometimes include both 'top' and 'middle' in the usage of Semancik (i966).
Unstable variants. The inocula of unstable variants used in mixing experiments (see Results) were phenol extracts (Cadman, I962 ) Later, the infections obtained were assessed as stable or unstable using, for tobacco rattle viruses, a convention similar to that described previously (Lister, I966) , and for pea early browning virus B one described here (in Results) and elsewhere (Lister, I967) . For tobacco rattle viruses, this involved freezing pooled fragments of randomly selected infected leaves for 24 hr or more and then inoculating water extracts of them on to 2 opposite half leaves of pre-shaded tobacco plants. Only those inocula producing IO or more lesions on a leaf were assessed as having contained stable variant.
Lesion testing. For many experiments the results were interpreted in terms of the 'quality' (i.e. stability or instability) of the infections (lesions) obtained by applying various inocula to local lesion hosts. The conventions referred to above were used to test this. Because, as mentioned, the proportion of stable infections obtained from inocula depends on their concentration, choice of a standard for comparison seemed of critical importance. Inocula were therefore always applied at various dilutions so as to include some at which they produced about 20 lesions/leaf. This number was selected arbitrarily as being one at which most lesions were sufficiently well separated to use for testing.
Electron microscopy. Unfractionated preparations and samples removed from density gradients by puncture with hypodermic needles were mounted on carbon-coated grids and stained with phosphotungstate for electron microscopy. Sucrose was removed from density gradient samples by dilution and recentrifugation. Particle measurements were made with a ruler using c. 4 x photographic enlargements from plates made at the standard nominal machine magnification of 4o,ooo on a Siemens Elmiskop I microscope. In plotting frequency distributions, arbitrary length categories of about 35 ~, were adopted (o'5 ram. on enlargemenO and to reduce errors running sums of the numbers of particles in three adjacent length categories were used (Harrison, Nixon & Woods, I965) .
RESULTS

Infectivity and quality of infections from various fractions
With PRN, WAG and pea early browning virus top fractions were less infective than bottom fractions by a factor ranging in different experiments from 5 ° to 200 times, in terms of the relative dilutions needed to cause the requisite numbers of lesions for testing on appropriate local lesion hosts. Moreover, plots of infectivity for selected droplet samples from density gradient fractionations of PRN and WAG showed a gradation corresponding to position such as to suggest that infectivity depended on the presence of long particles in inocula. The infectivity of fractions from intermediate positions was low and did not suggest that the presence of short particles augmented the infectivity of long particles in a way analogous to the interaction of the middle and bottom components of some spherical viruses (Wood & Bancroft, I965 ) , nor did replots of the curves on a specific infectivity basis (Fig. I ) reveal such effects.
Electron microscopy indicated that the separation of long and short particles was often quite efficient. Usually, however, occasional long particles were seen in even the best preparations of short particles, and short particles seemed even more common in long particle preparations. No attempts were made to estimate relative numbers and associate these with infectivity, but it seems a reasonable assumption that the infectivity of top fractions was due, as suggested by Harrison & Nixon (I959) , solely to their contamination with long particles.
Despite this seeming inactivity of short particles, the results of many experiments comparing the quality (i.e. stability or instability) of the infections produced by different fractions were best explained by supposing that the production of stable variant was in fact governed by the presence of short particles in inocula (Lister, 1966) . Thus, for both WAG and PRN (Fig. I ) tests were made of the lesions produced on tobacco leaves after inoculation with selected 2-droplet samples representing various parts of the Ez6o plots of density gradient fractionations. The results showed that when inoculated at dilutions at which they caused about 20 lesions per leaf, top fractions of both viruses yielded higher proportions of lesions containing stable variant than did corresponding bottom fractions. This was confirmed several times in other experiments in which most fractions compared were those 2-droplet samples that gave peak E26o readings in plots of successive samples from density gradients of various different preparations (Table z) . In these experiments top fractions always yielded considerably higher proportions of lesions containing stable variant than did bottom fractions. They also usually yielded proportionately more stable variant lesions than did the comparable unfractionated preparations, though an exception to this occurred when, instead of a newly made preparation, a 3-month-old preparation of WAG was used (WAG preparation No. 2ia in Table 2 ). The reasons for this result are unknown, but they may reflect the relative inefficiency with which different functional particles or fragments were separable when the aged preparation was used.
With pea early browning virus, the results were less clear cut, for subculturing lesions did not result in segregation of two such readily distinguishable types of behaviour as with WAG and PRN. Instead, when lesions freshly cut out from French bean leaves were ground up in buffer and the resulting inocula applied to further bean leaves, most caused no lesions, some caused only 2 to IO per leaf, and a few caused 20 or more. When pre-frozen lesions were tested similarly the number of those causing any infections at all was drastically reduced. Subculturing individual lesions first to Nicotiana clevelandii, a systemic host, and subsequently inoculating the isolates thus obtained to French bean, also showed that the situation was complicated by the fact that some unstable variants differed from the parent pea early browning virus in causing small lesions of tobacco rattle type instead of larger ring-like lesions (Lister, 1967) . Experiments of this kind suggested that it would be reasonable to regard any typical pea early browning virus ring-like lesions from which similar ring-like lesions were subcultured directly to French bean leaves, as having contained some virus of the stable type. By this criterion, pea early browning virus behaved similarly to WAG and PRN (Table 2) .
Fractions of VRN and possibly pea early browning virus ( Fig. I and Table 2 ) selected as intermediate in position between top and bottom behaved in an intermediate way with respect to the proportions of stable variant infections they produced. Indeed, with PRN one such sample behaved exactly as did the unfractionated virus preparation (I'RN preparation I in Table 2 ). This was not surprising, as such samples, like unfractionated preparations, contained mixtures of long and short particles in which both classes of particle were abundant.
Apart from the difference in lesion types referred to above for pea early browning virus, there seemed, on the hosts used, no consistent difference in appearance between those lesions yielding stable and those yielding unstable variant infections, so it was not possible to classify them without actually testing for infectivity. However, with WAG but not PRN it was frequently noticed that some of the lesions produced on tobacco leaves by inoculation with top fractions and unfractionated preparations tended to be smaller (approx. 3 to 5 turn. diameter) and more solidly necrotic compared with the more common larger broken necrotic rings and spots. Thus, in one experiment, of 885 lesions obtained by inoculating a bottom fraction at various dilutions, all were large broken rings; of 359 from a top fraction, 78 were of the small solid type, and of 486 from the unfractionated preparation, I27 were of the small solid type. Subculturing t Pea early browning virus. This preparation was WAG preparation 2 stored 3 months at 4 °: results given for WAG preparation 2 ib refer to fractions from 2 ia stored a further x month at 4 ° (i.e. in original sucrose), compared with the unfractionated preparation stored a similar time. All other results were obtained using preparations made within a few days of original purification.
40 randomly selected lesions of the large type, after pre-freezing, classified 22 % as stable variant lesions, but for lesions of the small type this figure was 5o %. Possibly under certain conditions or using certain hosts differences of greater value in identification may occur; indeed one such difference has already been described for another rattle virus strain (Frost et al. I967) .
It should perhaps be mentioned here that, as expected from previous work (Cadman & Harrison, I959) , the lesions produced on tobacco inoculated with pre-frozen lesions containing stable variant WA6 also segregated into lesions of the stable and unstable variant type. For example, inoculation of one WAG preparation, diluted to give about 2o lesions/leaf, gave lesions in tobacco, 32 ~o of which were assessed as containing stable variant. On some leaves used to assess these lesions, only from 2o to 3o lesions were produced and of 5o randomly selected lesions from leaves of this type, I9 (38 %) were in turn assessed as containing stable variant.
Interactions of nucleoprotein components
In several experiments the ability of added top fractions to modify the kind of lesions produced by bottom fractions was assessed by inoculating each, alone and in combination, to leaves of tobacco, and assessing the resulting lesions for the presence of stable variant. The top and bottom fractions used were again selected from the appropriate peak optical density positions in E26o plots of successive droplet fractions obtained after a single density gradient centrifugation of virus preparations. They were inoculated alone and mixed, at various dilutions, to tobacco plants (6 per treatment) and appropriate leaves later selected for lesion testing. The evidence sought for was that interaction resulting in the production of stable variant lesions could ensue when infective bottom fractions were inoculated together with top fractions that were themselves not infective. This would imply that in such top fractions appropriate nucleoprotein, other than that producing lesions, was still present in sufficient quantity to interact at infection sites with that of bottom fractions.
This ideal proved technically difficult to achieve with the methods of fractionation used. Instead, for both PRN and WAG, evidence of interaction was obtained when homologous top fractions were used that were themselves slightly or moderately infective. In one series of experiments (Table 3) , when top fractions were inoculated at dilutions (based on comparative optical densities) at which their homologous bottom fractions produced 20 to 30 lesions/tobacco leaf, they neither caused lesions when used alone nor modified the quality of lesions produced by the homologous bottom * Fractions used were from appropriate peak E26o positions in density gradients. Their optical densities as prepared were approximately o.I for WAG and 0"2 for PRN. They were applied at various dilutions, and those included here were selected, because of the lesion numbers produced (about 20 per leaf), for sampling of 50 lesions in each case, which were then tested after pre-freezing, for the presence of stable infectivity. * Fractions used were samples removed by puncture with hypodermic needles from density gradients of preparations of the viruses indicated. They had E26o values before dilution of 0"3 to 0"5 and infectivities such that PRN and WAG top fractions inoculated at I[500 gave 0"5 lesions/leaf and pea early browning virus top fraction inoculated at I/I00 gave IO'5 lesions]leaf, on tobacco and French bean respectively. t Pea early browning virus.
pected. Thus, counts of the total lesions produced on 6 tobacco plants (2 leaves/plant) by the top and bottom fraction of PRN used alone were in the ratio I : 4. Assuming a similar ratio of contributions to the total number of lesions produced by mixtures of the two, the expected proportion of lesions containing stable variant should therefore have been about 5"5 %, i.e. one-fifth of 28 %, the proportion produced by using top IP: 54.70.40.11
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Relationships between virus products 51 fraction alone. The observed proportion of stable variant lesions--I 4 %--was in fact considerably higher than this. The results for tobacco rattle virus were similar. In another series of experiments (Table 4) using fractions from different preparations, further evidence of interaction with bottom fraction of t, gN was obtained, using top fractions of t,R~ and also of WAG both at dilutions at which they themselves caused an average of only o'5 lesions/leaf when inoculated on tobacco. In this series too it was shown that the addition of top fraction of pea early browning virus did not encourage the production of stable variant bottom fraction of PaN, though the pea early browning virus was used 2 x and io x more concentrated than required to produce o'5 lesions/leaf on French bean, concentrations which on the basis of optical density comparisons contained about IO x and 5o x more nucleoprotein respectively than did the effective top fractions of PaN and WAG referred to.
Interaction between nucleoprotein fractions and unstable variants
Unequivocal experimental proof of interaction between nucleoprotein fractions was clearly laborious and difficult to achieve with the techniques used. Only marginal differences seemed to exist between the concentrations of top fraction nucleoprotein required to interact with infective particles at infection sites and the concentrations at which top fractions were themselves infective. This made interpretation of results difficult if not impossible, particularly in view of possible variation in susceptibility of the tobacco leaves used for the initial production of lesions.
Attempts to detect interaction between nucleoprotein fractions when inoculated to systemic hosts seemed even less likely to succeed because of the difficulty of obtaining bottom fraction free from short particles. Consequently, this approach was abandoned in favour of investigating whether interaction could occur between appropriate nucleoprotein fractions and unstable variants. The idea that unstable variants are the product of infection of long nucleoprotein particles alone entails close similarity, if not identity, between the RNA of such particles and of unstable variant RNA. The interaction of unstable variant RNA with appropriate top fractions, leading to the production of stable variant (= stabilization) was therefore a theoretical possibility. Evidence that it can occur was obtained in the following experiments.
Homologous interactions
Initially the quality of infections produced by inoculating top fractions mixed with phenol extracts of homologous unstable variants (i.e. derived from the same virus as the top fractions) was examined with respect to PRN, WAG and pea early browning virus. With the first two, the unstable variants used were of usual type (Cadman & Harrison, 1959) ; with pea early browning virus, the unstable variant yielded small pin-head-sized lesions on inoculated French bean leaves (Lister, 1967) . To avoid spurious results due to the use of infective top fractions, these were used at various final dilutions of which the least approximated in optical density to one-tenth of the minimum required for infectivity, as established in other experiments. They were inoculated, mixed with buffer or phenol extracts of homologous unstable variants, to Nieotiana elevelandii plants, using 6 plants/treatment. Subsequently leaves harvested from the iV. elevelandii plants were frozen and then tested for the presence of stable infectivity by inoculation to tobacco (PRN and WAG) or French bean (pea early browning virus). At the dilutions used, top fractions of PRN and WAG failed either to infect N. clevelandii or to stabilize homologous unstable variants inoculated along with them. With WAG but not PRN, in contrast to the behaviour of inocula from pre-frozen N. clevelandii leaves infected with unstable variant, those from some mixed infections did cause a few lesions, but there was no evidence of the development of typical systemic stable variant infections. The results for pea early browning virus in one experiment were, however, strikingly different and provided unequivocal evidence of interaction (Table 5 ). Top fraction used at a calculated one-tenth of the concentration required for infectivity was not infective, but its presence in inoculum stabilized the products of infection when inoculated together with unstable variant. numerous long and short tubular particles of the pea early browning virus type. With higher dilutions of the pea early browning virus top fraction, clear evidence of stabilization was not obtained, though, as with the results for WA6, inocula from frozen leaves from the mixed infections did cause a few lesions. Interestingly, these were also of the usual large type, quite unlike those of the unstable variant used, so that even these results may be significant in indicating interaction. If so, the interactions were inadequate to induce normal systemic stable infections, for subsequent infectivity tests for stable pea early browning virus in these N. clevelandii plants were also negative. It should be noted too that several attempts to repeat these results with other preparations of pea early browning virus were unsuccessful.
Heterologous interactions
The necessity of diluting top fractions well beyond their infectivity range to avoid the danger of spurious results when using mixtures of homologous components introduced severe limitations on the chances of interactions occurring. To overcome this and to allow the use of relatively concentrated top fractions, experiments were done using material from sources of heterologous components--that is, derived from different viruses. For these experiments, viruses that caused readily distinguishable necrotic symptoms in a chosen local lesion host (Nicotiana glutinosa or French bean) were selected as sources of unstable variant. They were paired with viruses causing different symptoms in the same local lesion hosts (Table 6) , and these viruses were used as sources of various nucleoprotein components. Such unstable variants and nucleoprotein components were then inoculated, separately or mixed, into a systemic host (N. clevelandii), using 6 plants per treatment, and the quality of the infections thus caused assayed by subsequent subculture from pre-frozen leaves to the appropriate local lesion hosts. All the nucleoprotein fractions for a particular virus were used at equalized absorbencies (E26o usually of the order of o.oi to 0"05) such that the top fractions were quite infective. For example, the top fractions of I'RN and pea early browning virus used induced 0. 5 and 3 lesions/leaf when inoculated alone to N. tabacum and French bean respectively and readily infected N. clevelandii systemically.
Interaction was assessed on the basis of stabilization of the unstable variant component, such that the characteristic symptoms of its homologous stable variant occurred on the local lesion hosts used for testing the pre-frozen N. clevelandii leaves. (Such symptoms never developed in tests of the pre-frozen leaves of plants inoculated with unstable variant components alone.) By this criterion, interactions were obtained using some pairs of components when one was a top fraction, but not when one was a bottom fraction or an unfractionated preparation. Interactions were only detected when viruses of the same serotype (Harrison & Woods, I966 ) were used as sources of both components of the mixed inocula. Thus, interaction was not detected when pea early browning virus top fraction was inoculated mixed with unstable variants derived from WAG or I'RN (though see below), in the reciprocal experiments, or when WAG top fraction was inoculated mixed with unstable variant from the Salinas isolate.
Interaction was detected when WAG top fraction and PRN unstable variant were used as a mixed inoculum, and similarly when Oregon isolate top fraction and Salinas isolate variant were used (Table 7 and P1. I, fig. I.) .
In further experiments, lesions produced on tobacco leaves using inocula from the Nicotiana clevelandii plants in which PRN unstable variant appeared to have been stabilized by added WAG top fraction were subcultured individually in N. clevelandii plants. Tests of these subcultures by inoculation, after pre-freezing, to N. glutinosa (Harrison & Woods, 1966) .
Indicates stabilization apparently directed by heterologous component. § Pea early browning virus.
showed that some behaved like stable PRN and some like stable WAG. Though it was not confirmed whether separation had been achieved, this suggested that the systemic hosts in which interactions had occurred were infected with what were, functionally at least, mixed stable viruses. Similar subculturing experiments with lesions from N. glutinosa leaves, produced using inocula from N. clevelandii plants infected with mixtures of Oregon isolate components and unstable variant of the Salinas isolate, also indicated that use of the Oregon isolate top component, but not bottom component, had induced stable infectivity which behaved like that of stable variant Salinas isolate (P1. I, fig. 2 ). By contrast, where pea early browning virus top component + PRN unstable variant mixtures were used to infect N. clevelandii plants, subculturing to N. glutinosa sometimes resulted in a few eRN-type necrotic lesions, but these did not behave like stable variant infections when subcultured after pre-freezing.
The question of precisely what nucleoprotein particles were involved in these infections is an interesting one, in view of the implications that the RNA of the unstable variants concerned were stabilized because they were protected by the coat protein characteristic of the stable variants used to stabilize them. Because of their construction (Offord, I966) the lengths of the nucleoprotein particles so produced might be expected to be specifically related to the lengths of the RNA strands involved. Thus, measurements were made to see if particle lengths characteristic of viruses from which the unstable variants used were derived occurred in the mixed infections, but they showed no evidence of this. For example, with WAG and PRN the characteristic modal lengths for particles from one of the presumed mixed infections were I76O and 74o ~-. The figures for the WAG preparation used as source of top fraction were I76O, 740 and 580 ~, and those for a preparation of PRN were 183o and 660 ~,. Similarly, with the Oregon and Salinas isolates the characteristic modal lengths for particles from a presumed mixed infection were 184o and 640 .~, while the corresponding figures for the Oregon isolate preparation used as source of top fraction were I83O, 700 and 570 and those for a preparation of the Salinas isolate were 172o and 500 A. These results are inconclusive, however, as the effect on particle lengths sought for might well be obscured in mixed infections.
DISCUSSION
Taken together, these results provide strong evidence for the functional relationship between virus specific products of NETU virus infections suggested in the introduction. The idea that production of stable forms of the viruses results only when particles of both long and short types are involved in infections seems the only reasonable conclusion from the observations made on the properties and interactions of nucleoprotein fractions. The alternative possibility that the residual infective particles present in top fractions as prepared here differed qualitatively from those in bottom fractions seems most unlikely, and in face of the evidence presented by Frost et al. (I967) , can be discounted. In the mixing experiments also, the indications that only top fractions, and not bottom fractions, had the potential for stabilizing unstable variant infections provides convincing evidence that short particles have a function necessary to complete the cycle resulting in production of nucleoprotein particles.
Several functional interactions between virus specific components of plant virus infections are now known, but all seem different from the functional complementation between the RNAs of short and long particles of NETU viruses that can be inferred from the results discussed here and those of Frost et al. (1967) . Thus, the presence of short particles in inocula does not detectably increase the infectivity of long particles, so that the interaction that occurs between the 91 Sand I I2 S components of bean pod mottle and cowpea yellow mosaic viruses (Wood & Bancroft, 1965) is not involved, nor is that described for components of Prunus necrotic ringspot virus (Fulton, 1962) . Both long and short particles share identical antigenicity so far as is known, thus protein specification is probably not independently directed as it is in the tobacco necrosis + satellite virus system (Kassanis, 1962; Reichmann, I964) . Moreover, tobacco necrosis is, in fact, an independent virus, the replicative efficiency of which is indeed impaired by satellite virus. By contrast, neither long nor short particles are, strictly speaking, 'viruses' at all, since they are not individually self-replicating. Indeed, strict semantic precision seems to require that such terms as 'tobacco rattle virus' are only rightfully applicable to the presumed interacting unit of short plus long particle or to unstable variant.
The complementation also inferred between short particle RNA and the RNA of unstable variant infections seems best regarded as an aspect of the same phenomenon as interaction between long and short particle RNAs. It is paralleled by the defective strain + helper virus relationship between Rous sarcoma and Rous-associated viruses (Vogt, I965) , but with the important difference that short particles (= helper virus) apparently cannot replicate by themselves.
The hypothesis that, in infections of the NETU virus type, nucleoprotein production requires the joint action of long and short particle RNAs is almost dangerously attractive, for it is basically simple and explains many of the puzzling features of NETU virus behaviour. Thus, the constant apparant segregation of unstable variants when stable infections are subcultured, and the effect of dilution in increasing the likelihood of this, are readily explicable in terms of the statistics of the chances of long and short particles arriving close enough in time and spatially to interact at infection sites. Again, characteristic differences noted in the proportion of unstable variants isolable, as between strains and between infections of different ages (Cadman, I962 and personal communication) could well depend on characteristic differences and variations in the relative proportions of short and long particles produced--a readily verifiable feature.
Perhaps the main virtue of the idea at the moment is in directing attention to experimental methods of testing it. Several of these are obvious, including direct investigations of the properties of the RNAs involved, and considerable elaboration of the approaches described here. As example of the latter, it is now clear, as discussed elsewhere (Lister, I967) , that the division of NETU virus particles into 'long' and 'short' groups on the basis of modal distributions, though useful, is arbitrary, and already various modal subdivisions of the 'short' group have been noted. A more clear-cut grouping of particles on a functional basis is required, and one limiting factor here has been the purely technical one of obtaining adequate separations. The difficulties may be illustrated by recalling that, using sampling by needle puncture, Cadman (I962) found no differences in lesions produced by long particles subjected to several successive density gradient centrifugations, and those produced by unfractionated preparations. In the work reported here, differences were clear-cut when droplet fractionation was used, but the method was apparently subject to serious limitations in adequately separating components. Use of mechanically driven fractionating devices and collection of fractions by upward displacement, as used by Frost et al. (I967) and Semancik (I966) affords a very considerable improvement.
Again, though it has been argued (Harrison & Nixon, I959; Harrison & Woods, i966 ) that short particles are not derivatives of, but originate separately from, long ones, as yet there is no definite information on this crucial question. Though not essential, a separate origin for those presumed to interact with long particles would support the validity of the hypotheses presented here. Similarly, RNAs characteristic of such short particles should be absent from unstable variant infections.
It has already been mentioned (Harrison & Woods, I966; Lister, 1967) that accord-ing to recent biochemical data (Offord, I966; Offord & Harris, I965) short particles could readily accommodate sufficient RNA to specify tobacco rattle virus protein.
Indeed, a simple calculation suggests that for the eRR strain this RNA could be accommodated in a particle about 200 3, long, assuming current non-overlapping triplet coding theory. The possibility thus also exists of other information being carried in short particles (cf. Lister, I967). At present, the prospect of examining the effects of using highly refined fractions of nucleoprotein components in mixed inocula with unstable variant RNA from viruses that are distinguishable in various ways, affords the simplest means of subjecting these hypotheses to crucial testing.
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